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About the Book
This coloring book is a companion to the children’s
picture book, What Does a Princess Really Look Like?.
These coloring pages encourage kids to think beyond
the stereotype of a princess and find strength and
courage inside themselves. They will color along as
Chloe tells the story of how she created her own
princess and in the process discovered that princesses
are more than just glitter. She discovered that a
princess can also be smart, kind, brave, assertive, and
determined.
Each child can add their own artistic interpretation to
the story. Young artists will also meet Chloe's dads
who help her learn that nobody, not even princesses,
need to be perfect.
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This book, and the storybook it is a companion to, can
also be used on an educational level to help support
the themes of uniqueness and acceptance.

About the Author
Author Mark Loewen is a psychotherapist and a dad.
He was born in Asuncion, Paraguay and moved to the
United States to pursue his counseling career. He met
the love of his life in Richmond, Virginia. A few years
later, they became dads through open adoption.
Becoming a father to a girl opened Mark’s eyes to the
challenges many girls and women face in today’s
world. He also started Brave Like a Girl, an
organization that helps girls overcome challenges by
tapping into their courage and strength.
About the Illustrator
Ed Pokoj is an illustrator and animator. He aims to
make everyday life more fun and exciting by creating
whimsical and colorful illustrations for the world to
enjoy. He lives with his wife in Richmond, Virginia.
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